55. What type of cell is pictured?
   a. Stellate cell
   b. **Purkinje cell**
   c. Granule cell
   d. Golgi cell
   e. Basket cell

56. What type of fiber connects these cells in the cerebellum to control movement?
   a. Axonal fiber
   b. Climbing fiber
   c. Mossy fiber
   d. **Parallel fiber**

For the illustrations or graphs below, identify the numbered structures (numbers correspond to question number on test).

57. Answer choices are:
   a. Frontal Lobe
   b. Occipital Lobe
   c. Parietal Lobe
   d. **Temporal Lobe**

58. Answer choices are:
   a. Frontal Lobe
   b. **Occipital Lobe**
   c. Parietal Lobe
   d. Temporal Lobe